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ABSTRACT 
THE EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION W I T H  PROTONS ON THE 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AND DEFECT CONFIGURATIONS OF THE 
Submitted t o  the Department of Metallurgy i n  December 1965 i n  p a r t i a l  
fulf i l lment  of the requirements for  the degree of Doctor of Science. 
Single crystals of p-type Bi2Te w e r e  i r radiated a t  room temperature 
The H a l l  coe fhc ien t  and r e s i s t i v i t y  were measur..d with 7.5 Mev protons. 
as functions of temperature from 82OK t o  roam temperature a f t e r  successive 
irradiations.  
t ion  was measured a t  82 K. 
a t  two levels of flux and examined by transmission electron microscopy. 
The chagge i n  the magneto-resistance coefficient on irradia- 
Foils of the compound Bi2Te3 w e r e  i r radiated 
16 The H a l l  coefficient of irradiated specimens measured a t  82OK in- 
creased expone t i a l l y  w i t h  increasing integrated dose. 
protons per cm converted the specimen from p-type t o  n-type. The net 
e f f ec t  of i r radiat ion was t o  introduce donors, which were fu l ly  ionized 
a t  82OK. 
t ion dosage. 
A dose of 1.2 x 10 2 
The value of the Fermi level  decreased with increasing i r radia-  
The r e s i s t i v i ty  of,.the specimens increased with irradiation. The 
exponent of the temperature coefficient of the r e s i s t i v i t  
became negative a f t e r  i r radiat ion with a dose of 1.2 x loT6 protons per cm** 
I f  it is assuawd that the major mechanisms of scat ter ing of charge carriers 
are ionized imperfection and lattice scattering, sat isfactory agreement 
between the experimental and calculated values of the r e s i s t i v i t y  was  obtained. 
The number of defects calculated from the values of H a l l  coefficient and 
r e s i s t i v i t y  w a s  more than an order of magnitude smaller than the value cal- 
culated from theories of radiation damage. This difference w a s  a t t r ibuted 
i n  par t  t o  annealing out of defects during irradiation. 
decreased and 
The magneto-resis tance coefficient measured at  82OK decreased with 
i r radiat ion and appeared t o  reach saturation a f t e r  a dose of increasin 
1.0 x 101g protons per  cm2. 
the measured values of the H a l l  coefficient,  r e s i s t i v i ty ,  and magneto- 
resistance changed rapidly a f t e r  doses of 1.0 x 1016 protons per cm2. 
The band s t ructure  parameters calculated from 
2 
After i r rad ia t ion  a t  a f lux 1.8 x 1013 pro ons per c m  per sec 
t o  an integrated dose of 5.5 x lOfS  protons per cm', point defect c lus te rs  
were observed. 
the C l O i O >  and < l l Z O  directions. After i r rad ia t ion  a t  a f lux  f 
protons per an2, c lus te rs  of i n t e r s t i t i a l  atoms and c lus te rs  of vacancies 
w e r e  obsexwed. 
Soree of the clusters  could be shown t o  be aligned along 
3.0 x 1013 protons per cm 1 p e r  sec t o  an integrated dose of 5.5 x 10 1% 
P i t s  having hexagonal cross sections with s ides  pa ra l l e l  t o  <1lzo) 
directions were present i n  i r radiated specimens. 
f n m 0  by evaperat im fim the surface at the  elevated temperatures generated 
by the proton current and t o  have been nucleated by defects introduced by the 
irradiation. 
presumably because of further evaporation due to the heating of the  specimen 
by the electron beam. 
They are believed t o  have 
The p i t s  were observed t o  grow i n  the electron microscope, 
Thes is Supervisor : Michael B. Bever 
T i t l e :  Professor of Metallurgy 
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1. 
fitensive experimental and theoretical work has been carried out on 
radiation damage in semiconductiq elements, but little published 
informithi fs available un radiation damage in semiconducting carpounds. (1 u 
Research on radiation damge in semiconducting compounds is of fundamental 
interest because of the rechanisls involved,, At the sape time such 
research holds practical interest because semiconducting compounds ray 
find applications under conditione in which they are exposed to radiation. 
Among the semiconducting materials, the compound Bi2Te3 is especially 
important because of its good thermoelectric properties. (2) on account 
of these properties ai8 campound may find application in devices used 
in space vehfclcs. 
particularly protons and electrons, are present. (3) 
Such vehicles travel in environments where radiations, 
The effect of these 
radiations on the capound Bi Te 
for this application. In the work reported here, irradiation with 
ray Aerefore be of critical importance 2 3  
protons rather than electrons was investigated because the former may 
predainate in such regions as the van Allen belt. (3’  so, for 
comparable radiation energies and dosages, protons are likely to have 
(1) greater effects on the properties of a material. 
In this investigation single crystals of p-type Bi2Te3 were irradiated 
with protons of 7.5 Mcv energy, The Hall coefficient, resistivity, and 
magneto-resistance of the irradiated specimen were measured. Crystalline 
imperfections generated by irradiation were also examined in foils by 
transmission electron microscopy. 
1. Crystal Structure of Bisruth Telluride 
The conpound Bi2Te3 has a rhabohedral cqrstal structure and a 
space t r m p  s)asctrJr B3a. - (4*5) me =tom =re ~ncatec! a t  the following 
pos it ions : 
One atom of tellurium at 0 0 0  
--- 
Two atom of tellurium at xlxlxl , xlxlxl where x1 = 0.792 
, x2%3 where x2 = 0.399 Two atoms of bismuth at --- x2x252 
The measured lattice constants are: 
a = 10.473 A.U. 
d = 24' 9' 32" 
To facilitate visualisation one MY transform the rhombohedral 
into a hexagonal structure. After this transformation, the lengths of 
the a-and c-axis are 
a = 4.3835 A.U. 
c = 30.401 A,U, 
The arrangcvnt of the atas in the [XlOl] direction of the hexagonal 
system coneists of a series of layers of tellurirn and bismuth atanis. 
The sequence of layers is ai follm: 
. 
3 
These f i f t e e n  layers account f o r  the length of the c-axis in the 
hexagonal system. 
after every f i f t h  layer a8 f a r  aa their chemical c a p o s i t i o n  is concerned. 
The 1qtrs of =torr arc stacked i ~ ?  the f W l ]  direction in the stecking 
order of face centered cubic cryr ta ls .  
It should be noted tha t  the layers repeat t h a s e l v e s  
2. Bondin& 
The accepted bonding scheme for  the capound B i  Te is van der Waals 2 3  
bonding between the atoms of the  Te (l)-Te(l) layers,  covalent and ionic 
bonding between the atoms of the Te") and Bi layers, and covalent bonding 
3 2  resu l t ing  from a sp d hybridization between the atoms of the two B i  layers 
and the Te(*) layer.  "' 
between the atoms of the Te (l)-Te(l) layers, these layers are the cleavage 
As a resu l t  of the weak van der W a a l s  bonding 
planes i n  the compound Bi2Te3. They a l so  are the planes on which the 
dislocations lie. (7) 
3. Band Structure 
On the basis of the measurements of the Hall coeff ic ient ,  r e s i s t i v i t y ,  
and magneto-resistance, the band etructure  of the compound Bi2Tej is 
proposed t o  be many valleyed; 
on the re f lec t ion  planes i n  reciprocal space. 
the energy extrema of the  valleys are 
The width of the energy 
gap has been determined, and the reported values range from 0.16 t o  0.21 
ev. (9,101 
4. kfect Structure 
Single crystals of the compound Bi2Tej grown from the melt of 
stoichioaetric caaposition act as p-type semiconductors. 
diagram of the system bismuth-tellurium was determined in the vicinity 
of the coppound Bi2Te3. (lo) 
of the Hall coefficient and involved the assumption that at liquid 
nitrogen temperature an excess bismuth or tellurium atom behaves as a 
singly ionized acceptor or donor, respectively. 
disagreement in the literature on the defect structures of the compound 
when excess bismuth or tellurium is present. 
The phase 
This determination was made by measurements 
There is same 
It has been suggested that 
the excess bismuth atma occupy additional bismuth sites, with the creation 
of vacancies on tellurium sites. 
proposal antistructure defects are present. (l2jU In the case of excess 
According to an alternative 
bismuth 3/5 of the excess bismuth at- and in the case of excess 
tellurium 2/5 of the excess tellurium at- occupy tellurium or bismuth 
sites, respectively. lkasurements of the density coabined with the 
measurements of the Hall coefficient appear to indicate that the lattice 
defects are predaminantly of the! antistructure type, at least on the 
bismuth-rich side of the stoichiaretric camposition. (13) 
The Hall coefficient of single crystals of p-type Bi2Te3 quenched 
from 773OK w a s  lower than of 
resistivity differed in the opposite direction. (14,15) 
slowly cooled single crystals; the 
If the defects 
introduced by quenching are assumed to be predominantly Vacancies, then 
the overall effect of bismuth and tellurium vacancies in p-type BizTe3 
5 
is to introduce acceptors. After sintering at various temperatures for 
16 hours, compacted powders of p-type Bi Te 
carrier at temperatures of approximately 4705K, and reverted back LO 
p-type after sintering at higher temperatures. (16) 
changed sign to an n-type 2 3  
me investigators 
attributed this change of sign of the majority carrier to the formation 
of excess vacancies. 
the thermal equilibrium value can be assumed to be the same in the 
If the excess of the two types of vacancies Over 
# 
quenching and sintering experiments, then one of the two interpretations 
would be in error. However, the concentrations of the two types of 
vacancies are likely to be different in the two cases. 
In another investigation the compound Bi Te was extruded at 548OK 2 3  
and its annealing behavior investigated, (17) After extrusion the sign 
of the charge carrier changed from p-type to n-type. From annealing 
data, the investigators concluded that the donor was a tellurium vacancy, 
and that its activation energy for migration was between 0.7 and 1.1 ev. 
Investigation of radiation damage by y-rays, (18, ''1 electrons, (20) 
thermal and fast neutrons (21,22p23) have been carried out on p- and n- 
type Bi2Te3. 
Co60 source at room temperature, the thermoelectric power decreased and 
After exposure of n-type Bi2Te3 to irradiation from a 
the resistivity increased with irradiation; they reached saturation after 
a dose of 6 x 10 6 roentgens. The effects of irradiation annealed out 
at room temperature within three hours. 
out at the temperature of a mixture of dry ice and acetone, the thermo- 
electric power and the resistivity increased, 
If the irradiation was carried 
The increment of the 
6 
thermoelectric power annealed out a t  230°K with a h a l f - l i f e  of 29 hours. 
k specimen of p-type Bi2Te3 i r rad ia ted  with y-radiation from a Co 
a t  the temperature of a m i x t u r e  of dry i c e  and acetone a l s o  shared an 
increase i n  thermoelectric power. 
60 source 
In another invest igat ion w i t h  y-radiation from a CoG0 source 
e lec t ronic  e f f ec t  and l a t t i c e  damage were observed. (19) 
e f f e c t  w a s  associated with a reduction of the Hall coef f ic ien t  and 
r e s i s t i v i t y  i n  n-type B i  Te but with an increase i n  t h e i r  value i n  p-type 
Bi2Te3. 
temperature. In t h i s  investigation the lattice damage reduced the H a l l  
coef f ic ien t  and the r e s i s t i v i t y  i n  p-type Bi2Te3 and raised them i n  n-type. 
An analysis  of the annealing data led t o  the conclusion (19) tha t  aggregates 
of i n t e r s t i t i a l  atoms are found on the  basal  planes, and tha t  these 
d issoc ia te  with an ac t iva t ion  energy of 0.7 ev and t h a t  t h e i r  dissociat ion 
increases the H a l l  coef f ic ien t  and r e s i s t i v i t y  i n  p- type Bi2Te3. 
annealing data  obtained a t  higher temperatures, a defect  ident i f ied  as a 
te l lur ium vacancy w a s  observed to anneal out with an ac t iva t ion  energy 
of 0.9 ev. From t h i s  observation it was concluded t h a t  a te l lur ium 
vacancy must be an acceptor. This conclusion contradicts  the  conclusion 
reached by other  invest igators ,  (17) who annealed specimens of extruded 
p- type Bi2Te3 .  
me elec t ronic  
2 3' 
The e lec t ronic  e f f e c t  annealed out within 24 hours a t  room 
From 
I r rad ia t ion  with electrons of 2 Mev energy from a Van der Graaff 
accelerator  w a s  ca r r ied  out on n-type Bi2Te3. (20) 
decreased during i r rad ia t ion ,  but recovered subsequently. However, the 
The thermoelectric power 
7 
heat generated by the bombarding electrons caused oxidation and melting 
of the specimen, so that the effects of the defect structure due to 
rad ia t ion  damage could not be obecrvcd, 
kactor irradiation (2p,22j23) with fast neutrons of energy greater 
2 than PEeV and integrated dose of IO1' neutrons per cic *a6 tdtrfed out on 
shielded and unshielded specimens of n- and p-type Bi2Te3 maintained 
at 333 2 2OoK. 
while a p-type specimen was converted to an n-type carrier after 
The Seebtek coefficient on a-type specimens increased, 
irradiation . 
5.  Investigation of Defect Configuration by Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Investigations of the campound Bi2Te3 by electron microscopy have been 
reported in the literature. 
observed on the basal planes of th i s  compound. ('1 
the dislocaticns was determined t o  be in the (2 i iO)  direction. 
Dislocations and dislocation networks were 
m e  Burger8 vector of 
Dislocation 
loops were observed in qwsi -binary  alloys of Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3. 
loops were found to lie on the basal planes of the alloys. 
These 
04,251 mey 
were attributed to deviations froa stoichiometry, which caused either an 
excess of antirony atoms to form interstitial loops or to an insufficient 
number of tellurium at- Bo form vacancy loops. Such loops were observed 
in binary alloys of up to 60 pct Bi2Te3-40 pct Sb2Te3, but not in the range 
between this composition and pure Bi2Te3. 
deviation froa stoichiometry in the coapound Bi2Te3 do not coalesce 
to form dislocation loops of the type observed in Sb2Te3 and B i  Te 2 3  
Pres-mbly the defects due to 
alloys. 
Irradiated foils of the compound Bi2Te3 do not appear t o  have been 
8 
examined i n  the electron microscope. 
layer structure,  h-ver, has been i r radiated with neutrons and 
Graphite, which haa a similar 
investigated by transmission electron microscopy. (26,271 
defect structures i n  i r radiated graphite were found t o  be vacancy 
aggregates and c lus te rs  of i n t e re t i t i a l s .  (26) 
sope of the 
large i n t e r s t i t i a l  
loops lying on the basal planes were a lso  found i n  i r radiated graphite. (27) 
In the compound Bi2Te3# the nature of the defect s t ructure  is expected 
t o  be more complicated than i n  graphite because of the presence of two 
types of atom species. 
expected t o  be basically different. For example, i n  -neutron irradi8ted 
However, the senera1 defect s t ructure  is not 
HgO prismatic loops were fowd to l ie i n  the (110) planes. (28 1 
1x1. OUTLINE O? WORK 
The research reported here c o ~ i s t s  of two parts. The f i r s t  par t  
c 
deals with an investigation of tbe changes i n  the electrical properties 
cauaed by proton i r radiat ion and the second part with an investigation 
by t r a ~ m i s s i o n  electron microscopy of the defect configuration 
introduced by the i r radiat ion.  
1. E l e c t r i c a l  Measurements 
Specimens of the compound Bi2Te3 were irradiatei, in the internal  
beam chanber of a cyclotron. 
t o  the cLaxis of the colppound Si2Te3. 
holder w a s  water cooled, and the proton beam current was adjusted so as 
not t o  exceed a terperature r i s e  of 75OC. 
specimen w a s  kept a t  l iquid nitrogen temperature for  seven days t o  allow 
the induced radioactivity to  decay. After t h i s  the specimen was warmed 
t o  room temperature. After 48 hours a t  room temperature the e l ec t r i ca l  
measurements were star ted.  
The incident i r rad ia t ion  was  parallel 
During i r rad ia t ion  the target  
After i r radiat ion the 
The Hall coefficient and e l ec t r i ca l  r e s i s t i v i t y  were m u r e d  as 
functions of the temperature from the temperature of l iquid nitrogen t o  
room temperature. 
the temperature of l iquid nitrogen. 
meaaurements the spkimen vas cooled t o  l iquid nitrogen temperature u n t i l  
the next i r radiat ion run. 
The magneto-reairtance coeff ic ient  waa meuured a t  
After completion of these 
The Hall coeff ic ient  uaa measured with the magnetic f i e l d  parallel 
. 
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t o  the c-axis of BizTe3. 
the magnetic f te ld .  
measured along the basal planes. 
electrical rea ia t iv i ty ,  Bal l  coefficient,  and magneto-resistance are 
repreeented aa 9 1 1 2  9 123 # and 
The electric f i e l d  w a s  perpendicular t o  
TBe r e s i s t i v i ty  and magneto-resistance were 
Thc tensors corresponding t o  the 
9 1133 This representation is 
similar to  that adopted by Drabble. ( 8 )  
2. Transmission Blectroa HicroscoplL 
Thin f o i l s  of Bi2Te3 suitable for  transmission electron microscopy 
were placed between gold gr ids  and irradiated.  
i r rad ia t ion  the specimen was kept a t  the temperature of l iquid nitrogen 
for seven days. 
Siegens Blmiskopp I and Hitachi &u-11 micro~~copes. The latter 
microscope which was equipped with a low temperature stage uaa used for  
On completion of the 
After t h i s  period the specimens were examined in a 
examining specimens at the temperature of l iquid nitrogen. 
. -. 
A. arngir Z ~ y ~ t i i : ~  
Single crycrtals of p-type Bi2Te3 were prepared by Dr. J.E. Dcnni8 
under the supemision of-Prof. R.B. Mler of the Department of Zlectrical 
Engineering. 
the crycrtals has been deacribed elsevhere. (29) 
consisted of grcwing single crystals  f r aa  a bath made up of weighed 
amounts of b imuth  and tellurium maintained under an atmosphere of helim. 
The bismuth and tellurium wete of semiconductor grade quali ty (99.999+pct) 
and were supplied by the h r i c a n  Smelting and Refining colapany, South 
Plainfield,  Uew JCr8ey. 
The de ta i l s  of the experimental procedure for  preparing 
Briefly, the method 
2. Specimens for Electrical Measurenents 
2.1 Specimen Reparation 
Single crystals of B i  Te were cleaved with Scotch tape t o  remove a 2 3  
layer of material about one m i l l i m e t e r  thick from one of the surfaces 
of the as-grawn crystals.  
the deaired spec2len which adhered to the Scotch tape. 
of the speciPvn varied between 1.5-3.0 x 
t o  the Scotch tape waa cut  to the shape and dimensions shown i n  ?igure l(a).  
The length of the specimen a t  this  stage of preparation exceeded the f ina l  
length (shown by dashed l i n e s  in Figure l (a) .  
material was  used t o  measure the f i n a l  thickness of the spechen  a f t e r  
These crystals were  cleaved again t o  obtain 
The thickness 
cm. The specimen adhering 
The excess length of the 
0.2 cm 
0.1 c m y  
- T R  
I 
4l- 1.2 - 2.0 
x I ~ - ~ c m  
Electrical Leads, (0.7 x 10-3cm) 
?--tispecimen 
Fig, 1 (a) Shape and dimensions of specimens for 
electrical measurements. 
(b) Holder for specimen for electrical measurements. 
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the various stages of preparation described below. 
After the specimen was  cu t  t o  the desired dFmcnsion8, the Scotch 
tape w a s  removed by di8sdVing the adhesive in  toluene. Although 
acetone can dissolve the adhesive faster than toluene, the Scotch tape 
curled i n  this solvent, a d  t h i s  caused the speciracn t o  Bend. 
toluene the process of dissolution occured i n  approximately 48 hours. 
A t  the end of this t ime ,  the specimen and Scotch tape usually separated. 
The specimeb w a s  washed i n  acetone and ether. 
In 
The specimen, along with extra pieces of Bi2Te3, was placed i n  a Vycor 
tube, which was e i the r  evacuated o r  f i l l e d  with argon. 
tube containing the specimen waa heated i n  a muffle furaace a t  3W°C fo r  
24 hours. 
the extent of any reaction of the specimen with oxygen, during the heat 
The sealed 
The purpose of the extra piece6 of Bi2Tes w a s  t o  minimize 
treatment of the specimen. 
l i gh t ly  etched with a solution consisting of 1 pa r t  concentrated H#03, 
2 parts concentrated EC1, and 2 par t s  E20. 
of etching, the etchant w m  kept a t  O°C. 
After the heat treatment, the specimen was  
In order t o  reduce the rate 
The excess length of the specimed, mentioned earlier, wag now removed 
with a blade. The thickness of these extra pieces was measured with a 
micrometer. 
t o  be soldered were nickel plated. 
used : 
The en& of the specimen t o  which electrical lea& were 
The following plating solution w a s  
Nickel sulphate NiSo4 7 H20 112 -/liter of H20 
Nickel chloride N i C I Z  . 6 B20 14 " I 1  11 I# 
11 I 1  11 14 " sB03  Boric acid 
14 
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The operating current  density was about 0.4 amp per cm . 
bath w a s  maintained a t  50°C. 
The p la t ing  
Plat ing w a s  necessary because it was  d i f f i c u l t  t o  so lder  e i e c t r i c a i  
leads to the  unplated specimen d i rec t ly  as most solders  do not w e t  the  
compound Bi2Te3. 
contact res is tance,  
temperature rise and t h i s  coupled with the high thermoelectric power 
Nickel plat ing produces electrical leads of law 
A high contact res i s tance  would have caused loca l  
of the compound B i  Te would have produced extraneous voltages. 2 3  
After nickel  plat ing,  the e l e c t r i c a l  leads which were made of s i l v e r  
w i r e  0.01 cm. i n  diameter, w e r e  soldered with a solder  consis t ing of 
60 pct  lead and 40 pct  t i n .  
2.2 Specimen Thickness 
The thickness of the speciraen used f o r  the e l e c t r i c a l  measurements 
w a s  chosen a f t e r  consideration of the following factors :  
7.5 Bkv protons, (2) the mean f ree  path of the  protons, 
t r a n s f e r  by the  specimen, 
and ( 5 )  surface e f f ec t s .  
(1) the range of 
(3) the heat 
(4) the mechanical s t rength of the  specimen 
2.2.1 Range of 7.5 Mev protons - I f  the  thickness of the  specimen is 
grea te r  than the range of t h e  incident protons, the protons which are 
re ta ined  e f f e c t  the  propert ies  of the specimen. I n  order t o  avoid such 
e f f e c t s  the thickness of the specimen used must be less than the  range 
of the  incident protons. 
If it is assumed that as a proton t raverses  a specimen of the compound 
Bi2Te3 it loses energy mainly through ionizat ion and exc i ta t ion ,  the 
range of a 7.5 Mev proton is estimated t o  be between 0.036 and 0.100 cm. 
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The de ta i l s  of the calculation are given i n  Appendix I. 
2.2.2 Hean Free Path of the Protons - I f  the minimum energy required 
t o  displace an atam fram its l a t t i c e  posit ion is Ed, the probability that 
the incident proton t ransfers  energy greater than or  equal to  the 
displaceacnt energy E 
The number of displacement col l is ions made by a proton of energy E 
per uni t  length of its path is  N 0 c d ,  where No is the number of atom 
per uni t  volume. 
the mean f ree  path between displacement coll isions.  
the energy E of the proton the value of E must be knuwn at every instant  
during the motion of the proton through the specimen. 
possible, the specime~ thickness was chosen such tha t  each proton would 
undergo only one displacemest col l is ion during i ts  passage through the 
specimen. On the assumption of a s ingle  co l l i s ion  the number of lattice 
defects created by the incident proton can be calculated more simply than 
i n  the case of repeated collisions. 
is related t o  a displacement cross-section %. d‘ 
The reciprocal of the quantity No% is defined as 
Ib Fd depends on 
Since t h i s  is not 
For a 7.5 Mcv proton interacting with an atom of the specimen, the 
displacement cross-section cas be obtained by considering the interaction 
potent ia l  t o  Be coulambic and neglecting the screening of ttk nucleus by 
the electron cloud. (lJU)) 
cross-section CY, is given by 
I f  these assumptions are made, the displacenunt 
(1 1 
d 
# d = \  k(E,E )dE = TtbL 4 Ep(max) 
P P  Ed 
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In equation (I), k(E,E ) is the spec i f ic  cro88-section or Cr088-8eCtiOn 
per un i t  ercrgy, E 
is the the - h u m  e m r w  transferred in aa elastic c o l l i r i o r  i f  energy 
aad rarcrtum are couenred, and b is  the classical distance of closest  
approach giver by 
P 
. is the energy transferred t o  the s t ruck atom, RP(max) 
? 
, 
2 2 Z1 Z2 e 
C1v 
b =  
2 
h equation (2), Zl and 2 a r e  the a e a i c  a\1I)ers of the incident pa r t i c l e  
and the ta rge t  atom re8peetively, e is the electronic  Charge, v is the 
veloci ty  of the pa r t i c l e  re la t ive  t o  the a t a ,  and )r is the reduced ~ 8 8  
equal to L-), where I is  the madl8 of the target  atom and kf is the 
-6s of the incident par t ic le ,  
2 
mu 
+ n  
A. shown by equation (l), Gd depends on the energy of the incident 
par t ic le ,  and since t h i s  energy decreases continuously as the pa r t i c l e  
paases through the specimen, the displacement cross-seetion increases. 
For the ccmpound B12Te3j and an incident radkashn  of-7.5 )kv protons, 
the follouiag two equations can be writtea for the *displacemeat cross- 
(t) for a tellurium and bisrmth atom d,Te 't)9 Gd,Bi section8 
respectively as a function of the depth of penetration t 
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where E( t )  is the energy of the proton expressed i n  llev a t  a depth t, and 
are the displacement energies i n  w of tellurium and 
and 'd,Bi 
a i - e t h  etle-= rerpect€velp- 
Before a displaceaent cro8r-section can be evaluated, the di8plac-nt 
energy u s t  be imam. 
experimentally or  theoretically. 
ih ir  h i  not kea detemiimd fer Ei '29 either 2 3  
However, as the bonding scheme in 
Bi2Te3 is knovn, a rough estimate of the displacement cross-section can 
be made. 
between the atoms of Te(1) and B i ,  and cmalent  bonding between the  atoms 
The model of the bonding scheme ( 6 )  shows covalent bonding 
of Te(2) and Bi.  I f  the bond strength is assumed t o  be the sume between 
the at- of Te( l )  and BI, and Te(2) and Bi ,  then the displacement 
energies for the Bi and Te(2) are the saae, and that for re") is half 
that of the other two. The l a t t e r  re la t ion arises from the f ac t  that 
an atom of Te(') ha8 three whereas an atom of has six bands with 
neighbouring atoars of bismuth. 
In germanium and si l icon,  which have covalent bonding and relatively 
The displacement open structures,  the displacement energy is 13 ev. (31) 
energy for  a B i  and Te(2) atom can therefore be assupled to  be about 15 ev, 
and that fo r  Te") about 7.5 ev. For a par t ic le  energy of 7.5 Mev, the 
displacement cross-sections ate then given by 
c d ,  Te") 
6 d ,  Te(2) 
6d ,  B i  
= 2.4 x lo-" cm2 
= 1.2 x 10 -20 cm2 
= 1.9 x cm 2 
(7) 
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The mean displacement cross-section per atom is 2 . 0 ' ~  low2' cm 2 , so 
char for 3.6 x iu  *-22 acOms . per an3 in ?ii ie =he meun Free paiir n x is 
2 3  
(8 1 1 = 1.67 x cm 
The thickness of the speciraen should therefore be less than 
-3 1.67 x 10 cm. 
ranged from 1.2 t o  1.5 x 10 cm. 
2.2.3, Heat Transfer - 
The thickness of the specimens used i n  t h i s  investigation 
-3 
Most of the energy l o s t  as the pa r t i c l e  
traverses the specimen is converted in to  heat, so t h a t  the specimen must 
be cooled during i r radiat ion.  This is usually carr ied out by placing 
the specimen on a w a t e r  cooled target holder. 
between the specimen and the t a r g e t  holder is essent ia l .  
the rate of heat generated i n  the specimen must be decreased. 
A good heat t ransfer  path 
Alternatively, 
For a 
given radiation of a cer ta in  energy a reduction of the heat generated 
is possible only by decreasing the thickness of the specimen. Heat 
t ransfer  therefore favors thinnest possible specimens. 
2 3  2.2.4. Mechanical Strength - The compound B i  Te has low mechanical 
s t rength and th in  specimens are f rag i le  and d i f f i c u l t  t o  handle. These 
specimens must therefore be mounted, which adds to  the heat  t ransfer  path. 
2.2.5. Surface Effects - Avery th in  specimen may no longer 
represent the properties of the bulk material. In  par t icu lar  the surface 
states i n  semiconductors may af fec t  the e l e c t r i c a l  properties of the 
material. Fortunately, t h i s  e f fec t  is not important i n  Bi Te because 2 3  
of the high density of ca r r i e r s  and the saturated bonds on t h e  surface 
of the specimen. 
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2.3 Specimen Holder 
Because of the d i f f i cu l ty  in handling them, the specimens were 
aminted an boldars which were desimed so that both the i r rad ia t ion  and 
the electrical reasur-nts could be carried out without the need €or 
remving the ~pecimem €ZB~E the h ~ ? d ( i r ~ -  
A specimen holder is sham in Figure le). It was made of aluminum 
The other dimensions of the sheet were 6 c m  x sheet about 0.1 cm thick. 
1.6 
purpose of exposing a selected area of the specimen t o  the irradiation. 
On one side of the  sheet a window was c u t  out, which had the 
The diaen8ion8 of the window were 0.8 cm x 0.4 cm. The area of the 
s p e c h n  t o  which the s i l ve r  w i r e  was  soldered was not exposed t o  
irrediatton. 
and 0.1 cm thick with a window of the same s i ze  as the window in the 
f i r s t  sheet was  placed on the first sheet so that the two windows over- 
lapped. This increased the thickness of the aluminum tha t  was exposed 
t o  the radiation so that  protons could not reach the specimen except 
through the window. 
A second piece of aluminum sheet 3 ca  long, 1.6 cnwide 
A mica sheet 3 cm long, 1.6 c m  wide and 7 x aa thick was 
cleaved fran a larger sheet. 
aluminum sheet with rubber cement diluted with acetone. In order t o  
obtain a firm j o in t  with a mfnimum of cement, the mica sheet was  pressed 
down firmly against the aluminum sheet and baked a t  50°C for  24 hours. 
The electrical leads 
of the specimen from the edge of the solder t o  the end of the specinrn 
The cleaved sheet waa joined t o  the 
The specben  waa placed on the m i c a  sheet. 
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holder were joined t o  the mica sheet by Epoxy cerent. It was necessary 
t o  do t h i s  as a s l i g h t  pu l l  on the leads tended t o  break the specimen. 
I n  order t o  obtain good thermal contact, the specimen w a s  cemented 
to the  mica sheet by placing a few drops of a d i l u t e  solut ion of 
Duco caent i n  acetone near the edge of the specimen and allowing 
~ . ~ j i L l a r y  action t o  pul l  the solution between the specimen and the 
mica sheet and then pressing on the specimen un t i l  t he  cement hardened. 
The large sheet was folded along the center l i ne  so that the 
window exposed the desired area of the specimen t o  the i r radiat ion.  
After folding, the edges of the holder were joined t o  each other t o  make 
a strong coqact spechen  holder. After the Epoq had set the specimen 
holder containing the specimen was placed i n  a pyrex tube, evacuated 
and heated a t  7SoC fo r  8 hours. The purpose of t h i s  heat treatment w a s  
t o  remove o r  t o  s t ab i l i ze  any s t ruc tura l  e f fec ts  in the specimen and 
specimen holder that might have been introduced during preparation. 
3. Measurement of the Electr ical  Properties 
The equipment used for  measuring the e l e c t r i c a l  properties had been 
b u i l t  under the supervlsion of Prof. 
Electrical Engineering. 
ca l ibra t ion  can be described as follows: 
3.1 mgnetic Field 
A.C. Smith of the Department of 
The components of the equiprent and t h e i r  
The magnetic f i e l d  was obtained from a Varian magnet (4 in. pole 
piece diameter) with a variable paver supply. 
against  the current supplied t o  the current c o i l s  with a moving coil 
The magnet w a s  cal ibrated 
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gaussv tcr ,  A raxirmr f i e l d  strength of 6,000 2 100 gauss was used, 
3.2 Cryostat 
Ihe  cryostat shown in Figure 2 was a double walled copper chamber. 
The space k k c e n  the walls was evacuated. 
on a copper block with a large thermal capacity. 
w a s  poured in to  the inner chamber t o  cool the copper block t o  78OK. 
The specimen was  mounted 
Liquid nitrogen 
A f t e r  a set of measurements had been completed a t  the temperature of 
l iquid nitrogen, the nitrogen was boiled off,  and the copper block 
allowed t o  warm up gradually. 
temperatures between 82OK and room tunperature during th i s  period which 
las ted fo r  approximately eight  hours. The temperature of the specimen 
Measurements w e r e  made a t  various 
was mtaaured with a copper-constantan themocouple. 
Io order t o  e s t a t e  the error in the measurements made during 
continuous heating, isothermal measuraeents were made by using l iquid 
oxygen, a mixture of carbon dioxide and acetone, and a mixture of ice 
and wa te r .  
between the isothermal and continuous heating measurements w a s  less than 
f ive percent. 
3.3 
A t  the temperatures obtained in t h i s  manner, the differences 
Circuit Diagram for  the Measurement of Electr ical  Properties 
The diagram of the c i r cu i t  used in t h i s  investigation is shown i n  
Figure 3. 
a lead storage battery,  with an open c i r cu i t  potential  of six vo l t s  t o  
the main circui t .  
the specimen to  vary the resistance between 500 and 3000 ohas. 
of the resistance was selected in re la t ion  t o  the resistance of the 
A switch fo r  reverring the polarity was required t o  connect 
A decade resistance box was  placed in series with 
The value 
To Vacuum Pump 
Fig. 2 Schematic arrangement of the cryostat for electr ical 
measurements. 
2 2  
I 
I I I t I 
6 V  
Fig.  3 Circuit diagram for electrical measurements. 
2 3  
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specben  and the magnitude of the  H a l l  voltage. 
quant i t ies  was  high 
A 100 o h  standard r e s i s t o r  was used t o  measure the current i n  the 
c i rcu i t .  
I f  e i t he r  of these 
than the higher res is tance was used i n  series. 
The 9911 voltage, the prrtcntlel developed across the resis tance 
Ierds, the potent ia l  across the st8ndard r e s i s t o r  and the thermocouple 
e.a.f. were measured with a k e d s  and Northrup K 3  PotentioPrcter. 
no measureiments were being made, the bat tery was connected through a 
shor t  c i r c u i t  switch t o  the r e s i s to r  i n  order t o  minimize the bat tery 
When 
polarization from varying during subsequent measurements. 
The H a l l  coeff ic ient  and the r e s i s t i v i t y  were measured a t  two pairs  
In this way the homogeneity of the specimen of points of the specimen. 
and the uniformity of the i r rad ia t ion  could be checked. 
3.4 Hall Effect 
In  designing the specinen fo r  nc8surements of the H a l l  coeff ic ient ,  
Thir w a s  desirable t& length t o  breadth r a t i o  waa kept larger  than 3. 
because the current electrodes a t  the ends of the specimen tended t o  shorten 
out the Hall f i e l d  i f  the width of the specimen approaches i ts  length. 
The width of the electrodes used fo r  neasuring the H a l l  voltage and the 
r e s i s t i v i t y  was- kept as soall as possible i n  re la t ion  t o  the width of 
the specimen. 
(32) 
The width w a s  limited by the low mechanical s t rength of 
the specimen. 
In the measurement of the H a l l  voltage, the spurious voltages a r i s ing  
from any misalignment on the Hall probes o r  any temperature gradients i n  
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the spec-n had t o  be avoided. 
of a given type i n  a specimen are not all equal, and those carriers with 
*&-- --- a-c'--*-.~ ---a I- +'.e n t g o n m t i r  f ie ld ,  a iwer vriur;u.y a&= - I -  
more energy is transferred t o  one par t  of the spechen  than the other, 
whish manifests i t s e l f  aa a temperature gradient. 
The ve loc i t ies  of the charge ca r r i e r s  
a r e su l t ,  -J ---- - -  
i r '  the specimen 
has a high thermoelectric power, an appreciable transverse Ettinghausen- 
Seebeck voltage is  set up. Its value is given by 
(vE-S)y PHz Ex 9 (9) 
where (V ) is the Ettinghausen-Seebeck voltage i n  the y-direction, 
P is the Ettinghausen coefficient,  Hz is the magnetic f i e l d  i n  the 
z-direction, Ex is the e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  i n  the x-direction and 8 is the 
thermoelectric power of the material. 
E-S y 
I f  a temperature gradient is present i n  the x-direction, then the 
charge carriers w i l l  d i f fuse from the hot t o  the cold end. 
presence of a magnetic f i e l d  th i s  leads t o  Nernst and Bighi-lcduc-Ssebeck 
voltages across the Hall probes. The Nernst voltage, l i k e  the H a l l  
voltage is created by the  Iarcntz force on the charge ca r r i e r s  by the  
magnetic f i e ld ,  so that t h i s  voltage is given by 
In  the 
where (VN)~ is 
(dT/dx) is the 
(10) 
dT 
(V,Iy = Q HZ ( dx 1 
the Nernst voltage, Q is the Nernat coeff ic ient ,  and 
temperature gradient. The Bighi-Iaduc-Seebeck voltage, 
l i k e  the Sittinghausen-Seebeck voltage can therefore be written as  
(11) 
dT 
%-LS 1 = r n z ( = ) '  
cvB,cs ) y is the Bighi-Icduc-Seebeck voltage, and S is the Righi- 
Leduc coefficient.  
In addition t o  the above three voltages, the misalignment of the 
H a l l  probes ~lray give rise t o  another voltage, which is therefore a 
resistance drop. Its value is given by 
+re (Vg) Y 
by the misalignment. 
i a  the resistance drop due to  the resistance P introduced 
The potent ia l  measured across the H a l l  probes is the algebraic 
srrm"of the H a l l  potential ,  the Ettinghausen-Seebeck potential ,  the 
Ncrns t  potential ,  the Righi-Ledue-Seebeck potential ,  and the probe 
misaligrmmit potential. The last three e f fec ts  can be eliminated By 
reveraing the magnetic and e l ec t r i c  f i e lds  so as t o  obtain a sequence 
of the following four measurement#: 
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V and V are the measured potentials across the H a l l  probes *e= V I ,  v2, 3 4 
and the s u b s c r w t o  I and E denote the direction of the current and 
-..--*a .. ____-_ G I  rl A. By rddtns equations (13) and (15) and subtracting (14) 
and (16), the following equation is obtained 
v1 - v2 + v3 v4 = 
4 vH + 
This equation shows that the Ettinghausen-Seebeck and Bal l  voltages 
cannot be separated by the above method. Thc Ettinghausen-Seebeck ef fec t  
can be minirized by good thermal contact between the specimen and cryostat  
so that the thermal gradient is reduced. Alternatively, t h i s  voltage 
J 
can be minimized by allwing the specimen t o  a t t a i n  a steady state for  
a given direct ion of the current, and then rapidly reversing its direct ion 
and making the second measurement before 
equi 1 i b r  ium . (10) 
3.5 & s i E t i V i e  
The r e s i s t i v i t y  of the specimen 
the direct ion of current i n  one direction 
of currant reversed. The mem value of 
the temperature 
measured twice. 
returns t o  
F i r s t  , with 
and second, with the direct ion 
the sup of the two resistivities 
um the r e s i r t i v i t y  of the speciaren. The reversal of the current waa 
required t o  eliminate the effects  of tenperature gradients. 
3.6 ~ ~ t O - & s i S t ~ I l G e  
“he change i n  resirtance of the specimen on applying a magnetic 
f i e l d  can arise not only from a magneto-resistance e f f ec t  but a l so  from 
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the presence of thermal gradients as discussed under the H a l l  e f fec t  
measurements, and surface inhomogeneities. 
potential. aria- from the8e effects ,  the magneto-resistance 
In order t o  eliminate the 
measurements were made four times w i t h  various cornbinations of the 
magnetic and electric field8. 
potentials gcarured i n  th i s  manner w a s  the nra&to-resis tance potential. 
The mean value of the dum of the 
4. I r radiat ion of Specimens for  Slectrical Heasureacnfs 
The specimen holder containing the specimen was placed on the 
water cooled target  holder, as shown schematically i n  Figure 4. 
target  holder waa o d e  of copper. 
place firmly againat the target holder by two screws. !fhe whole 
assembly w a s  placed i n  the evacuated internal beam chamber of the 
cyclotron . 
Ihe 
-The specimen holder was held ia 
The desirable level of proton beam current in the cyclotron was 
detcp ined  by t r i a l  and error in the following manner. 
i r radiated with a given beam current t o  a specified integrated dorage. 
Change. i n  the Hall cqcfficient and r e s i s t i v i t y  caused by the i r rad ia t ion  
were memured. 
current up t o  the same integrated dose. 
and r e s i s t i v i ty  caused by the i r radiat ion were again measured. 
procedure was  continued u n t i l  the changes in the e lec t r i ca l  properties 
w e r e  observed t o  be relatively insensit ive t o  the changes i n  the level of 
the be- current. 
A specimen war  
Another specimen w a s  then i r radiated a t  a lower beam 
Changes i n  the H a l l  coaff ic ient  
This 
The largest value for  which t h i s  w a s  observed w a s  
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k 
Y- 
L 
w 
used as the operating beam current. This current w a s  1.0 x 10 12 
2 =rrc+_rmz r ~‘m p- set- 
excessive temperature r i a e  in the specimen and probably annealed out 
The uae of a hisher beam current caused an 
the d c f e c ~ s  introduced by t& ir-rzdfatfm. 
The f lux  of protons incident on the specimen w a s  determined by 
determining the d is t r ibu t ion  of the  proton beam i n  the plane of the 
t a rge t  holder. This determination was  made i n  an auxiliary run i n  
which a test paper was  i r radiated a t  a l o w  beam current. Because of 
the approximate nature of the determination of t h i s  dis t r ibut ion,  the 
value of the f lux  may have been i n  e r ro r  as much as 20 or  30 pct of 
the reported value. 
5. Specimcna for  hamination by Electron Microscorn 
Single crystals of the compound Bi2Teg were heat t reated i n  vacuum 
or  under an atmosphere of argon a t  35OoC fo r  24 hours i n  the manner 
described i n  Section IV, 2.1. 
of the c rys ta l  was cleaved with Scotch tape. 
After t h i s  heat treatment one surface 
The electron microscopy rpccimens w e r e  prepared from this c rys t a l  
by joining the f resh ly  cleavad surface of the c rys t a l  t o  a microscope 
s l i d e  with Duco cement. After the Duco cement had set, the specimen 
w a s  cleav3d with Scotch tape u n t i l  no fur ther  cleaving was  possible. 
The par t  of the specimen which s t i l l  adhered t o  the s l i d e  was removed 
from it by dissolving the c-nt i n  acetone. The specimen was  
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collected on an electron microscope grid of 75 mesh size. 
w a s  then folded Over the specimen i n  order t o  hold it securely in  place. 
Specimens prepared in  t h i s  manner w e r e  examined under the electron 
microscope before i r radiat ion and only those which were suff ic ient ly  
th in  fo r  transmission electron microscopy were selected. 
The grid 
6.  Examination of Specimens by Transmission Electron Microscopy 
The defect structure introduced by i r radiat ion can be observed in  
The the electron microscope because of diffract ion contrast  effects.  
dif f ract ion contrast between the region imediately surrounding the 
defect and the matrix arises from the dis tor t ion of the latt ice planes 
i n  the v ic in i ty  of the defect. 
By suitably inclining the specimen with respect t o  the electron 
beam the lattice planes near the defect can be made t o  d i f f r ac t  the 
electrons. This reduces the number of transmitted electrons and the 
diffract ing region appears as a dark area re la t ive  to  the surrounding 
area. 
origin in  reciprocal space, the direction of the s t r a in  can be determined. 
Following Hirsch et al. (33) the condition i n  which no diffract ion contrast  
is observed can be stated as 
If the operating reflection is varied systematically around the 
*- 
gob = 0 
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where 
re f lec t ion  and b is the Burgers vector. 
d i rec t ion  of the Burgers vector, it IS necessary KO c-noose a rer'iection 
f o r  which the condition expressed by equation (18) is sa t i s f ied .  Such 
a re f lec t ion  can be produced by gradually t i l t i n g  the specimen t o  obtain 
the operative Bra= ref lect ion.  The wave length of 100 kv electrons is 
0.037 A.U. so t ha t  the angles over which the spechen has t o  be t i l t e d  
i n  order t o  obtain a d i f fe ren t  re f lec t ion  is usually less than a 
is the reciprocal lattice vector corresponding t o  the operative 
* 
In order t o  determine the 
degree. 
by the use of a "double tilt" specimen holder. 
specimen t o  be t i l t e d  about tws axes perpendicular to each other and t o  
In the Siemens Ehiskopp I microscope a specimen can be t i l t e d  
This holder permits the 
the electron beam. 
f o r  roan temperature operation, but ha8 no tilt f a c i l i t i e s  f o r  the low- 
temperature stage. 
The Hitachi HU-llmfcroseope has a single tilt 
Contrast e f f ec t s  can also be observed under the electron microscope 
i n  regions of the specimen that have d i f fe ren t  absorption coeff ic ients  
o r  d i f fe ren t  thickness. Contrast due to e i the r  of these causes can 
be distinguished from di f f rac t ion  contrast  by dark f i e l d  microscopy. 
In an investigation of clusters of point defects the use of dark-field 
microscopy is advantageous . (26p3t) 
can be ident i f ied  in those cases i n  which dynamical e f f ec t s  are important 
and the simple kinematical theory of d i f f rac t ion  is not applicable. 
The nature of the defect s t ruc ture  
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7. I r radiat ion of Specimen for  Examination by Electron Microscopy 
While the target  holder for i r radiat ing spechem for  e l ec t r i ca l  
measurements accoPslProdated only one specimen, the target  holder 
arrangement shown in Figure 5 held up t o  f ive  specimens. 
f o i l  of thickness 5 x 
the surface of the vater cooled aluminum block. 
An aluminum 
am was used t o  keep the grids pressed against 
This method of i r radiat ing specimens for electron microscopy also 
differed from the one used for  i r radiat ing the specimen for  electrical 
measurements i n  the following ways: The f o i l  pressing the grids 
against the block reduced the energy of the protons reaching the 
surface of the specimen; (2) The specimensfor the electron microscope 
w e r e  not cooled uniformly during i r radiat ion because the heat had t o  be 
transferred through the mesh of the grids since there w a s  no other 
d i r ec t  path from the specimen t o  the block on one s ide a d  the f o i l  on 
(1) 
the other. The areas i n  direct  contact with the metal in  the mesh 
w e r e  cooled more e f f ic ien t ly  than areas facing the openings, 
acii 
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The electrical properties of the compound Bi2Teg before and after 
successive irradiations were rneasured as a function of temperature. 
The measurenrents were carried out over the range of temperature from 
82 K to room temperature. 
1.0 x lo1’ to 1.5 x 10 
0 The integrated radiation doses ranged from 
16 2 protons per cm . After preliminary work with 
several specimens, three of the specimens were carried through complete 
cycles of successive irradiations and measurements. The results 
reported here are for one of the three specimens and are representative 
of the other two slpecimens. 
1.1 Hall Coefficient 
In Figure 6 the Hall coefficient has been plotted as a function of 
temperature after successive irradiations. 
doses are stated in the figure. 
The integrated radiation 
The Hall eoefficient of the unirradiated 
specimen measured as a function of temperature is in good agreement with 
published values. (8310) The specimens became intrinsic at about 290°K. 
This is in accord with the values of the energy gap of 0.16 to 0021 ev 
stated in the literature. (10) 
After successive irradiations the Hall coefficient increased. 
2 Belaw a total radiation dose of about 4.6 x lo1’ protons per cm the Hall 
coefficient measured as a function of temperature showed a slight increase 
in the vicinity of 24OoK similar to the unirradiated 8ptEC~no With 
. 
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Figure 6 Hall coefficient as a function of temperature 
after successive i rrad iat ion s. 
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increasing successive irradiations the specimen became in t r in s i c  on 
heating a t  lower temperatures. A f t e r  i r radiat ion t o  doses larger than 
as a function of temperature observed with l a w  doses and unirradiated 
specipcns was  not observed. 
behavior a t  lower temperatures. 
protons per cm , the specimen was converted from p-type t o  n-type. 
This was due t o  the onset of in t r ins ic  
16 After an integrated dose of 1.2 x 10 
2 
ThC change i n  the Hall coefficient with temperature a f t e r  successive 
i r radiat ions shows that the predominant type of defects introduced by 
i r radiat ion are donors, and that these defects are ionized a t  82OK.  
Defects are expccted t o  be created by proton i r radiat ion as a r e su l t  of 
both replacement and displacement col l is ions between the protons and 
at- of bismuth and tellurium. On the basis of the hydrogenic model 
the defects a re  expected to  be ionized i n  th i s  conrpound a t  82OK.  (1) 
1.2 Electrical BesistiviQ 
In Figure 7, the e lec t r ica l  res ie t fvf ty  of the unirradiated and 
i r radiated specimen is given a8 a function of temperature a f t e r  successive 
irradiations.  
the unirradiated specimen with temperature can be represented by 
Between 175 and 28OoK the change i n  the resicetivity of 
Q l l  = 5.19 x 10 -8 T1.98 
This change i n  r e s i s t i v i t y  with temperature is i n  good agreement with 
the published values for  the unirradiated specimen. (8 1 
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Figure 7 Resistivity as a function of temperature after 
successive irradiations. 
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On i r rad ia t ion  the r e s i s t i v i t y  increased. The exponent of the 
temperature dependence of the r e s i s t i v i t y  decreased and became negative 
after the highest integrated dose used. 
with i r rad ia t ion  can be explained i f  the number of ca r r i e r s  decreases and 
the e f f e c t  of defect scat ter ing by char@ defects becomes more marked 
with increasing i r rad ia t ion  dosage. 
1.3 H a l l  Hobility 
Such an increment i n  r e s i s t i v i t y  
The r a t i o  of the Ba l l  coeff ic ient  and r e s i s t i v i t y  which is defined 
as the Hall mobility, has been plot ted i n  Figure 8 as a function of 
temperature a f t e r  successive irradiations.  
change i n  the Ball  mobility of the unirradiated specimen with temperature 
can be represented by 
Between 220 and 28OoK the 
3.39 X 107 f2.04 
The significance of t h i s  re la t ion is not c lear ,  par t icu lar ly  since the 
H a l l  coeff ic ient  of the unirradiated specimen is  known t o  increase 
anomalously i n  t h i s  temperature range. 
the r e s i s t i v i t y  r e l a t ion  of the type shown by equation (19) is more 
representative of mobility than the Hall mobility. In  Figure 9, the 
H a l l  mobility and r e s i s t i v i t y  measured a t  82'K have been plot ted as  
functions of the radiat ion dosage. An increase i n  the dosage is 
associated with a decrease i n  the Hall mobility and an increase i n  the 
r e s i s t i v i t y .  
Jlrabble(8) has suggested that 
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Figure 8 Hall mobility as a function of temperature 
after successive irradiations. 
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1.4 Coefficient of Hagneto-resistance 
In Figure 10 the fractional increase in resistance measured at 82OK 
on applying a magnetic field hae been plotted against the square of 
ih magnetic field. 
radiation dosages investigated. The slope of the line gives the 
coefficient of magneto-resistance; it has been plotted in Figure 11 
as a function of the radiation dosage With increasing irradiation 
the coefficient of magneto-resistance decreases with increasing integrated 
dosage and appears to reach a iimiting value after an inseegrated dose of 
1.0 x 
A straight line is ebtaimd after 111 i ~ tegr4ted  
2 protons per cm . 
2. Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Specimens of the compound Bi2Te3 were examined before and after 
irradiation. Two batches containing several specimens each were 
irradiated at two levels of flux of protons for the same integrated dose. 
This dose was 5.5 x 10l8 protons per cm2, which was two orders of 
magnitude larger than for the specimens on which the electrical 
measurePents were made. This difference in radiation dose was 
necessary because the point defect clusters after an integrated dose of 
10" protons per cm were not expected to be sufficiently large and 2 
sufficiently numerous for examination by transmission electron microscopy. 
The orientation of the foils was determined by electron diffraction. 
The diffraction pattern of the selected area and the bright field image 
. 
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Figure IO. Fractional increase in resistance as a function 
of the square of the magnetic field after  
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. corresponding t o  t h i s  selected area were rotated w i t h  respect t o  each 
. 
other through the required angle t o  eliminate the ro ta t ion  of the image 
relative t o  the di f f rac t ion  pattern. 
The range of magnification of the electron micrographs was  between 
15,ooO and 30,OOO diameters, 
to nagnification$ 
2.1 Point Defects 
These micrographs were fur ther  enlarged 
ranging from about 40,000 t o  70,000 diameters. 
13 2.1.1 I r rad ia t ion  with a Low Flux of Protons - The f lux w a s  1.8 x 10 
protons per ca e 2 18 2 pretgzm per aa -see and the integrated done was 5 ,s  x LO 
I r radiat ion introduced point defect c lus te rs  ranging i n  s i z e  from 50 t o  
250 A.U. 
The or ientat ion of the f o i l  i n  the electron microscope w a s  such tha t  the 
c-axis of the specimen w a s  para l le l  t o  the electron beam of the microscope. 
These c lus te rs  can be seen as dark spots i n  Figures 12 and 13. 
I n  t h i s  or ientat ion some of the defects are observed t o  be aligned along 
the < l O i Q )  and (1150) directions. 
corresponding t o  these configurations have been marked A and B. 
In Figure 12(a), some of the area 
The point defect c lus te rs  were observed under the electron microscope 
t o  anneal out, presumably because of the heat generated by the electron 
beaa of the microscope. 
of electron micrographs i n  Figures 12  (a)- (d) and 13 (a)- (e), The 
micrographs i n  Figure 12 were taken a f t e r  approximately t h i r t y  second 
intervals ,  
can be seen t o  anneal out during the time required t o  a l ign  the microscope 
The annealing out is sham by the two sequences 
In the micrographs in Figure 13, some of the defect c lus te rs  
(4 
Figure 1 2 .  Defect c l u s t e r s  i n  proton 
(a 
i r r a d i a t e d  BizTe3.  E lec t ron  
micrographs taken a f t e r  approximately t h i r t y  second 
i n t e r v a l s .  Areas marked A and B show some o f  t h e  de fec t  
c l u s t e r s  a l igned  along t h e  < l O I o >  and < l l T a >  d i r e c t i o n s ,  
r e spec t ive ly .  
t h e  d i s l o c a t i o n  marked D reduces i t s  length .  
o f  t h e  mark equals  2,000 A.U. 
protons p e r  cm2-sec. 
pe r  em2. 
The d i s l o c a t i o n  marked C remains unchanged; 
The l eng th  
I n t e g r a t e d  dose 5.5 x l O I 8  p ro tons  
13 Flux l e v e l  equals  1.8 x 10  
46 
Figure  13. Defect  c l u s t e r s  i n  pro ton  i r r a d i a t e d  BizTe3. The l eng th  
I n t e g r a t e d  dose 5.5 x l ox8  pro tons  
13 o f  t h e  mark equals  2,000 A.U. 
p ro tons  p e r  cm2-sec. 
p e r  cm2. 
( a )  
Flux level  equa l s  1.8 x 1 0  
Br ight - f ie ld  image corresponding t o  a ( 2 i i O )  type  
r e f l e c t i o n .  
(b )  Dark-field image of  ( a ) .  Some of  t h e  d e f e c t  c l u s t e r s  
have annealed out .  
Br igh t - f i e ld  image corresponding t o  a (1120) type  
r e f l e c t i o n .  
( c )  
A l l  d e f e c t  c l k t e r s  have annealed out .  
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. f o r  dark f i e l d  microscopy. 
f i e l d  ricroscopy and t i l t i n g  the specimen t o  obtain a different  
drjjjjraction veccor, rhe cieiecic ciusitrs 'L& kuiaiiGl& i i ~ t . .  T i i ~  ~ p = ' % e ~  
w e r e  a l so  examined a t  the temperature of l iquid nitrogen. Dark spats 
similar t o  the  ones shown In the micrographs i n  Figures 12 and 13 were 
observed. 
t i m e  the specimens were i n  the microscope. 
h r i n g  subsequent realignment fo r  bright 
These spots were not observed t o  anneal out during the 
2.1.2 I r radiat ion with a High Flux of Protons - The f lux was 
3.0 x 1013 protons 
protons per cm . 
with a f lux of 1.8 
2 
2 18 per cm -sec. and the integrated dose w a s  5.5 x 10 
The defect c lusters  present a f t e r  the i r rad ia t ion  
x 1013 protons per cm -see. shown i n  the micrographs 2 
i n  Figures 12 and 13 were not observed. They may be assumed t o  have 
annealed out during i r radiat ion because of the rise i n  temperature 
a r i s ing  from the higher flux. A di f fe ren t  type of defect c lus te r  w a s ,  
however, observed. 
i n  Figure 14. 
An example is  shown i n  the sequence of micrographs 
The defect clusters marked I i n  Figures 14(a) and (b) show a l i n e  of 
This h e  of no no contrast  perpendicular t o  the  d i f f rac t ion  vector. 
coatrast corresponds to  the condition given by equation (18). The 
s m t r y  l i ne  cu t t ing  acros~l the two crescents is pa ra l l e l  t o  the 
d i f f rac t ion  vector i n  Figure 14(a) and (b). This indicates t h a t  the 
s t r a i n  f i e l d  of t h i s  defect is  sysl.ctrica8 about the c-axis. 
Figure  14. Defect c l u s t e r s  i n  pro ton  i r r a d i a t e d  BizTes. E lec t ron  
micrographs taken f o r  two d i f f e r e n t  d i f f r a c t i o n  vec to r s .  
The l eng th  of the mark equa l s  2,000 A.U.  
equa l s  3.0 x 10 protons  p e r  cm2-sec. In t eg ra t ed  dose 
Flux l e v e l  
13 
18 
. 5.5 x 10 protons p e r  cm2. 
( a )  Br ight - f ie ld  image corresponding t o  a r e f l e c t i o n  
from (1130) type  p lanes .  
o f  t h e  de fec t  c l u s t e r s  marked I i s  normal t o  the  
d i f f r a c t i o n  vec to r .  
Br ight - f ie ld  image corresponding t o  a r e f l e c t i o n  
from (2iio) type  p lanes .  The l i n e  of  no c o n t r a s t  
i n  t h e  de fec t s  marked I has r o t a t e d  so t h a t  it i s  
normal t o  the  d i f f r a c t i o n  vec to r .  
The l i n e  o f  no c o n t r a s t  
(b) 
( c )  Dark-field image of  (b). Note t h a t  t h e  l i g h t  s i d e  
o f  t h e  image from t h e  c l u s t e r s  i s  i n  t h e  oppos i te  
d i r e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  defect c l u s t e r s  marked I and V. 
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The micrograph i n  Figure 14(c) is the dark f i e l d  image of the 
micrograph i n  Figure 14(b). On applying the r e su l t s  of an analysis 
of Ashby and Brown (35) the spats marked T and V can he idcrntifierl a5 
c lus te rs  of i n t e r s t i t i a l s  and clusters of vacancies. 
In  s m e  areas of s m e  of the specintens investigated, effects sf the 
type shown i n  Figure 15 w e r e  observed. 
and dark regions and small l igh t  regions having hexagonal symmetry. 
When the beam current of the microscope w a s  slowly increased so as t o  
raise the temperature of the specimen, the hexagonal areas, for  example, 
areas rtrariced 3, w e r e  observed t o  grow. 
of electron micrographe i n  Figure 15(a)-(c). 
were a l so  observed t o  grow in to  the larger areas with hexagonal shapes, 
f o r  example, the area marked C. 
observed t o  assume triangular shapes. An example of t h i s  is shown 
i n  the area marked A i n  the micrographs i n  Figure 15(a), (b), and ( c ) .  
The s ides  of the hexagonal areas and of the tr iangular areas were 
pa ra l l e l  t o  one of the 
2.2 Dislocations 
They were aggregates of l igh t  
Tnis is seen i n  the sequence 
The small l igh t  spots 
Soae of the hexagonal areas w e r e  
(1120) directions. 
Dislocations w e r e  present i n  the specimens as a resu l t  of the stresses 
involved i n  the i r  preparation. 
t o  generate new dislocations, but may alter the i r  arrangement. 
by the electron beam causes further changes i n  the arrangement of 
dislocations as w e l l  as interaction between dislocations and point defect 
c lus te rs  . 
I r radiat ion with protons is believed not 
The heating 
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Figure 15. Growth of hexagonal a r e a s  during observa t ion  i n  t h e  
e l e c t r o n  microscope i n  proton i r r a d i a t e d  BizTe3. 
Areas marked A ,  B ,  and C show these  a r e a s  growing 
with time. 
have assumed t r i a n g u l a r  shapes. 
hexagonal and t r i a n g u l a r  a r e a s  a r e  p a r a l l e l  t o  
<ll?O> d i rec t ions .  
2,000 A . U .  
I n  the  a rea  marked A t h e  hexagonal a r e a s  
The s i d e s  o f  t h e  
The length  of  t h e  mark equa l s  
Flux l e v e l  equals  3.0 x 1013 protons 
p e r  c m  2 -sec. In t eg ra t ed  dose 5.5 x 10l8 protons  
2 p e r  c m  -see. 
The effect of irradiation on dislocations can be seen in the 
micrographs in Figures 12, 13, 14, and 16. 
dislocation lines frequently contained segments which showed no 
diffraction contrasts. An exanple of this is the segment marked S 
of the dislocation in the micrograph in Figure 16. This micrograph 
also illustrates the effect of irradiation on a dislocation network. 
The dislocation lines forning the ne-ork are broken and intersect 
the surface of the specimen at such points as P. 
After irradiation the 
During ob8eroation in the microscope these dfsloea$f@ns, one end 
An example of of whicd intersects the surface, reduce their length. 
this  is the dislocation marked D in the sequence of micrographs in 
Figure 12(a)-(d), Similar observations of dislocation movement in the 
microscope have been reported on unirradiated specimens of Bi2Te3. (7) 
In the unirradiated specimens, the dislocation lines are smooth 
After irradiation and generally tend to be parallel to each other. 
these lines become jagged although they are still approximately 
parallel to each other. 
Figure8 14(c) and 16. 
This can be seen in the micrographs sham in 
I -  
Figure  1 6 .  Effect of  proton i r r a d i a t i o n  on d i s l o c a t i o n  and d is -  
l o c a t i o n  networks. The d i s l o c a t i o n  l i n e  i s  o u t  o f  
c o n t r a s t  a t  t h e  segment marked S. 
mark equals 2,000 A . U .  
protons  p e r  cm2-sec. 
p ro tons  p e r  cm2. 
The l eng th  o f  t h e  
13  
Flux l e v e l  equals  1 .8  x 10  
18 
I n t e g r a t e d  dose 5.5 x 1 0  
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VI. DISCUSSION 
1. Electr ical  Measurements 
On the  basis of the multivalley band s t ruc tu re  proposed fo r  the 
carpound Bi2Te3, the magneto-rcristrnce t ea to r  9 1133 is given by (8 1 
is the H a l l  coef f ic ien t ,  9 11 is the r e s i s t i v i t y ,  123 In t h i s  expression 9 
u is equal t o  OC~~/&-~, whered 
that describe the shape of t he  val leys  i n  k-space, and ,L? is the  r a t i o  of 
t he  t ransport  in tegra ls  I:l0I2, w h e r e  the in tegra l  In is given by 
andXl1 are two of the four coef f ic ien ts  22 
I n  t h i s  equation m is the f r e e  e lec t ron  mass, e is the e lec t ronic  charge, 
h is Planck's constant, A is the determinant of the  tensor& 
relaxat ion time, f 
and the in t eg ra l  is evaluated Over the energy states associated with a 
s ing le  valley. 
'Y is  the 
i j  ' 
is the equlibrium Fermi-Dir?c d is t r ibu t ion  function, 
0 
Equation (21) can be rearranged t o  give 
. 
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. The value of the r a t i o  o f t h e  quantity on the l e f t  s ide  of t h i s  
equation can be found from the experimentally determined valuer of 
It h u  been plot ted u a function of the integrated 911' 9123 and 91133' 
r rd i8 t i . n  derafe i n  Figure 17. 
the quantity given by the l e f t  hand r ide  of equatien (23) is observed 
ts be approxiu te ly  isdependeat mf the integrated radiat ion dosage 
up t o  a dose of 1.0 x 10 
pretona per cm 
Within the limit8 of experimental e r ro r  
16 2 16 protons per cm . After a dose of 1.2 x 10 
2 the material i s  converted fram p-type te n-type and 
therefore a change i n  the band s t ruc ture  parameters is expected. 
be concluded that f e r  iategrated doses less than 1.0 x 1 O l 6  protons per 
c m  the bad s t ruc ture  of the csppound Bi2Te3 does not change. 
H a l l  coeff ic ient  and r e s i s t i v i ty  data can therefore be analyzed on the  
bani8 that 
It can 
I .  
2 The 
11 and 4 22 remaia csnstant under irradiation. 
1.1 H a l l  Coefficient 
(8 )  The H a l l  coeff ic ient  is given by 
where p is the number of heleo per cm3 and e is the electronic  charge. 
Substi tuting f e r u  the value obtained by Drabble (8) , equation (24)  can 
be wri t ten as 
0.514 -= 
'123 P e  
. 
/ 
16 
I A  
I ' t  
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
247 
n' I 
I 
I 
A f t e r  
I n t e g r a t e d  
Dose of 
p r o t o n s  
p e r  cm2 i 1 2 ~ 1 0 ' ~  
Figure 17. Band structure parameter  as a function of 
integrated radlation dose. 
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The 
the 
number of holes per an3 is also related to the Fermi energy by 
expression 
where & is the effective mass of the holes and F, ,,, (?*) is the Fermi- 
2 .  
Dirac integral of order one half. 
rearranging? equation (25) gives 
A I L  
After substituting for p a;"d 
0.514 - 
5 / 2  (V) = 4 V e  (MkT)3'2 9123 I 
h3 
m e  values of the constants in th is  equation are known and, if 
m* = 0.511 III'~) is assumed to hold for the specimens in this 
investigation, equation (27) can be rewritten as 
The reduced Fermi level?* can be evaluated from equation (28) if 
the temperature and the Hall coefficient are known. 
In Figure 1 8 , 1 0 8 9 ~ ~ ~  and the reduced Fermi level7* are plotted 
as functions of the radiation dosage. The effect of irradiation is to 
decrease the Fermi level. Frm this it can be concluded that (1) the 
effect of proton irradiation is to introduce charged imperfections? in the 
compound Bi2Te3, (2) the majority of the charged imperfections are donors, 
n 
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Figure 18. Hal l  coefficient and reduced Fermi level 
as functions of integrated radiation dose. 
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. 
and (3) the H a l l  coeff ic ient  is  exponentially r e l a t ed  t o  the i r r ad ia t ion  
dosage by the  r e l a t i o n  
9 123 (9123'9 =6 
where A is equal t o  1.96 x and #is the  integrated dose. Similarly 
an equation r e l a t ing  the reduced Fermi leve l  and the integrated dose is 
given by 
1.75 - 2.67 x 
Equations (29) and (30) a r e  equivalent i n  the sense that the Fermi Dirac 
in t eg ra l  of order 1/2, f o r  the value o f ?  * involved here, is approximately 
proportional t o  exp 33 *. 
1.2 Res is t iv i ty  
The e f f e c t  of proton i r rad ia t ion  is t o  increase the r e s i s t i v i t y  of 
Such an increase is expected because i r r ad ia t ion  the  copapound Bi2Te3. 
is l i ke ly  t o  introduce additional s ca t t e r ing  mechanisms. The point 
defects  introduced by the i r rad ia t ion  are ionized on neutral  s ca t t e r ing  
centers.  
the terperature  dependence of the r e s i s t i v i t y  is d i f f e ren t  i n  the  two 
Both types of sca t te r ing  centers  increase the r e s i s t i v i t y ,  but 
cases. 
has been shown t o  be independent of temperature, (36) whereas the 
contr ibut ion t o  the r e s i s t i v i t y  made by ionized point imperfections 
The caaponent of the  resistivity dke t o - n e u t r a l  imperfections 
changes with temperature. (37,381 
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. 
Since the temperature dependence of the resistivity varies with the 
irradiation dose (Figure 7) ionized scattering centers presumably are the 
dominant scattering centers. 
calculating the resistivity of the specimen as a function of temperature, 
The conciusion can be verizieci by 
I 
as will be done in the next section, and comparing the calculated values 
with the experimental values. 
1.2.1 Calculation of Electrical Resistivity - The reciprocal of 
the resistivity defined as the conductivity is given for a semiconductor 
of arbitrary degeneracy in which lattice scattering and ionized imperfection 
scattering are present by the e x p r e $ e E m .  * $  1 
where 0- is the resultant conductivity if both lattice scattering and 
ionized imperfection scattering are present, 
which would result if only lattice scattering were present, '3" is the 
reduced Fermi level, and oC is given by 
is. the conductivity 
In this equation F 2 ( T )  is the Fermi Dirac integral of order 2, and 
ci is the conductivity which would result if only ionized imperfections 
c 
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w e r e  present. 
The r e s i s t i v i ty  of the unirradiated swcimen as a function of 
temperature was experimentally determined t o  be 
1.98 qll = 5.19 x T 
i n  the temperature interval  of 175 t o  28OoK. 
is due t o  lattice scattering, then the change i n  the value of the r e s i s t i v i ty ,  
due t o  lattice scat ter ing a f t e r  i r radiat ion t o  an integrated dose #,is 
given by 
Assuming that t h i s  r e s i s t i v i t y  
(33) -8 $.98 log (1 + expq *)# = 0 (QL = 5.19 x 10 
log (1 + eXpq*)qj 
The resu l t s  (38) of ionized imperfection scattering can be combined with 
the information on the band structure(8) t o  give qi ,  which can be 
wri t ten as 
In t h i s  equation,K is the d ie lec t r ic  constant, m+ is the effect ive mass, 
Ni is the number of ionized scattering centers per c m  , and f (x)  is given by 3 
X 
f(x)  = log(1 + x) - 
1 +  x 
(35) 
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and 
w h e r e  f '  (e) is the derivative of the half-order Fermi-Dirac integral ,  
and is found from theequation 
112 
= tanh ( ;3i2 i- 3 d  q3 +dY' (37) 
The Fermi- (38) The solut ion to  equation (37) has been tabulated. 
Dirac in tegra ls  of various order8 required i n  these calculations have 
a l s o  been tabulated. (39) Since the values of a~ 11, d 22, m* and the 
d i e l e c t r i c  constant K are not known for the specimens, the  r e s i s t i v i t y  
given by equation (36) cannot be calculated. 
that the r e s i s t i v i t y  of the  unirradiated specimen is due t o  contributions 
from lattice sca t te r ing  and ionized imperfection 
constants i n  equation (34) can be evaluated by f i t t i n g  th experhen ta l  
values of r e s i s t i v i t y  a t  82OK t o  t he  calculated values and assuming the 
dielectric constant t o  be 85; (q l l ) ican  be written as 
However, i f  it is assuraed 
scattering,then the 
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Ni 5 where (-1 = 2.209 x 10 
N, 
Using t h i s  form of the equation, the value of 
C 
(--&) can be obtained as a function of the radiation dosage. 
of these a s s q t i o n s ,  
On the  basis c 
was calculated fran (31) as a function of temperature 
a f t e r  successive i r radiat ion doses. These values are shown by so l id  l ines  
in  Figure 19. The agreement between the experimental and calculated 
values is good. From t h i s  it can be concluded that  apart from latt ice 
scattering, the major scattering mechanism is ionized imperfection scattering. 
In Figure 17, the band structure parameters w e r e  observed t o  change 
15 2 after an integrated dose of 10.1 Y 10 
of the r a t i o  - 
a change i n  C. 
Figure 19 a f t e r  i r radiat ion t o  a dose of 10.1 x lo1’ protons per c m  is, 
pmtms per an 
changes not only due t o  a change in  Ni, but a l so  due t o  
so that the value 
Ni 
C 
The fractfonal change i n  the number of defects given i n  
2 
therefore, a f i c t i t i o u s  number. In  calculating the change i n  the 
r e s i s t i v i ty  the density of carr iers  was assumed t o  be constant Over the 
en t i r e  temperature range for the specimens i r radiated t o  an integrated 
2 dose less than 10.1 x 1015 protons per c m  After i r radiat ion t o  t h i s  
dose the actual  value of the Hall coefficient w a s  used to  determine the 
change i n  the density of carriets with temperature. 
necessary because a f t e r  the last i r radiat ion dose the specben s ta r ted  
t o  show in t r ins ic  behavior a t  law temperatures. 
This was 
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Figure 19 Experimental and calculated values of resistivity 
as functions of temperature of ter success i ve 
ir rad  ia tions. 
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1.3 Bate of Defect Production 
1.3.1 Experimental Values - The i n i t i a l  rate of defect  production 
with i r r ad ia t ion  can be calculated from the experimental data !y tue e t h d a :  
(1) 
in the valm of the m e r  of ehrged ihfecta ealcuiated from the cbange 
i n  r e s i s t i v i t y  by i r radiat ion.  
acceptors introduced by i r rad ia t ion  and should therefore be a be t t e r  
approximation than the number calculated f r a a  the change in the  Hall 
coeff ic ient .  
donors may not: be tomparable, the cbange i n  the number of defects calculated 
from the H a l l  coef f ic ien t  data are l ike ly  t o  be more accurate because of 
the  assumptions involved in calculating the change i n  the nunber of 
defects  from the r e s i s t i v i t y  data. 
coef f ic ien t  with i r rad ia t ion  gives 
the change i n  the Hall coeff ic ient  by i r r ad ia t ion  and (2) the  change 
This number includes both the donors and 
However, for the case where the nuaber of acceptors and 
The change in the value of the Hall 
may be called the rate of donor introduction in to  the dn ( a 0 = 0 
specimen by i r radiat ion.  The change in the value of the r e s i s t i v i t y  'gives 
= 573 dN d0 
- 
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This value is the average value of the number of defects introduced per 
proton. 
atethods can be campared with the values estimated f r a a  theory. 
The values determined from the experLmen,ull data -by rhe two 
1.3.2 Values Estimated fran Theory - In order t o  estimate the rate 
of defect production i n  the compound Bi2Te3, only the displacement and 
replacement mechanism of damage production w i l l  be considered. The 
number of primary knock-ons per unit  length per proton is given by the 
equation (1 ) 
where p is the n&r of primary knock-ons, 9 is the radiation dosage, 
No is the number of at- per unit volume, and G d  is the displacement 
cross section. The number of primary knock-one per un i t  length per 
proton calculated according to  equation (41) is given in Table 1. The 
two sets of values correspond to  the two sets of values of the displacement 
, 
energies Ed assumed. 
to  7.5, 15, and 15 ev for  atans of Te"), Te(2), and Bi ,  respectively, 
In the f i r s t  set in which Ed is assrmPed t o  be equal 
the displacement cross sections were calculated i n  Section IV, 2.2.2, 
and is given i n  equations (5), (a ) ,  and (7). 
assumed t o  be equal t o  12.5, 25 and 25 ev fo r  at- of Te'l), Te(*) and 
B i  respectively. 
In the second Set Ed is 
‘ 
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Table I 
UTE OF MMAGB INTRODUCTION IM”0 Bi,Te, UITM 
7.5 rev pBIDTo#s 
- *  
Calculated number of primary Te (I) 7.5 290 12.5 173 
knock-ons per CUI fo r  two 
setti of displaceiaeat ariergiee B i  15 230 25 ‘ 
Te (2) 15 70 25 43 3 
134 --
590 350 
Total nuPPber of displacement 3,250 2,700 ‘ 
collisions per cm3 fo r  two sets 
of displacement energies 
Total number of displacement 
plus replac-nt col l is ions per 
cm for two sets of displacement 
energies 
3 
Experimental values of the number 
of defects per cm 
H a l l  coefficient: 
Electrical r e s i s t i v i ty :  
3 
18,600 
588 
573 
15,400 
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The number of defects that are introduced by the displacement cascade 
which follows each primary knock-on is difficult to estimate because of 
the presence of two types of atom8 and their different displacement 
energies, 
compound by a hypothetical element, which ha8 an atonic weight equd 
to the weighted average value of the compound 
energy equal to the weighted average displacement energy of the compound 
Bi Te 
A rough eatimatc can be -de by replacing the actual 
Bi2Te3, and a displacement 
The average number of dirplacercnt event8 3 ir given by (1,401 2 3' 
3 p (max) IEd 0.12 + 0.56 iog E 
The total number of displacement events N is given by 
(42) 
The value of 3 has been calculated for two  weighted displacement energies 
corresponding to the two rets of di8plrceaent energies a88umed. 
The ratio of the number of replacement to diaplrcur+nt events that 
occur following a primary knock-on is given by (4 1,421 
where 9 . is the average number of replacement collisions, and Er is 
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the  replacement energy. 
t o  displacement col l is ions is equal t o  4,7, 
introduced by both displacement and replacement col l is ions is tabulated 
For E /E equal t o  ten (41) the r a t i o  of replacement d r  
The t o t a l  number of defects 
i n  Table I, the experimental values are a l so  shown. 
1.3.3 Canparison of Experimental and Theoretically Calculated 
Values of the Number of Defects - In Table I it can be seen tha t  the 
experimentally determined values are an order of magnitude smaller than 
* t. 
the calculated values, This difference between the two values may be 
par t ly  due t o  the approxhation used i n  determining the xnnuber of replacement 
col l is ions because the asswed r a t io  of Ed/Er equal t o  ten is probably too 
high for the compound Bi2Te3. 
displaceaent col l is ions does not take in to  account the e f fec t  of thermal 
and displacement spikes. h e h l e r  and Seitz (43)  b e  proposed tha t  same 
of the defects anneal out during the t i m e  a thermal spike exists. 
B r  inkman 
The calculations fo r  the number of 
has suggested that the main reason fo r  the difference between 
the experimental and calculated values of the d e r  of defects i n  materials 
i r radiated with heavy par t ic les  is i n  the collapse of intersti t ial-vacancy 
pa i rs  i n  a c lus te r  which reaches a cri t ical  s i z e  due t o  a displacement spike, 
Another reason for  the difference between the experimental and 
calculated values is l ikely to be the annealing out of defects due t o  
thermal activation, particularly i n t e r s t i t i a l s  lying between two Te 
layers. 
half  that of an atan in the other two types of layers, a greater number 
(1) 
Since the displacement energy of an atam is the Te'') layer is 
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I -  
I .  
of primary knock-ons occurs with these atoras. 
Table I, A large number of vacant sites on Te") layers must be 
therefore present. 1% tbe i n t e r s r i t i a i  defects betwr=:u  AS -a= 
This can be seen i n  
._ _ _  m- (1) (1) 
layers can move because of thermal motion, a large number of vacancies 
w i l l  be annihilated. 
Te") layers either occupy i n t e r s t i t i a l  sites or replace bismuth and 
tellurium atoms. 
The tellurium atoms tha t  are displaced from the 
When the t e l l u r i u m  at- occupy i n t e r s t i t i a l  sites 
or replace bismuth atoms they act as donors, (12,13) 
2. Transmission Electron Mcroscmpy 
The defect configurations i n  the i r radiated specimens fo r  e l ec t r i ca l  
measurenmnts are expected t o  be different  from those i n  the specimens fo r  
examination by transmission electron microscopy because of the higher f lux 
and larger integrated doses used fo r  the specimens for  electron 
microscopy. The difference i n  radiation dose w a s  necessary because the 
point defect clusters a f t e r  an integrated dose of 10l6 protons per cm 
w e r e  not expected t o  be suff ic ient ly  large and suff ic ient ly  numerous 
fo r  examination by transmission electron microscopy. 
introduces a large number of defects per uni t  t h e ,  and i n  comparison t o  
the specimens ir radiated a t  laver level of f lux  raises the temperature 
of the specimens during i r radiat ion so that the ease of migration of 
the defects is increased. As a r e su l t  point defect c lus te rs  ra ther  
than isolated point defects are expected t o  be present i n  the specimens, 
2 
The higher f lux 
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I f ,  however, the temperature of the specimens rises too high, the defects 
anneal out fas te r  than they are  formed. 
a l so  a f fec ts  the dislocation configuration. 
and i n t e r s t i t i a l s  the edge dislocations can climb non-conservatively, so 
t ha t  t h i s  supplies a mechanism for the rearrangement of dislocations. 
2.1 Point Defects 
The migration of point defects 
Because of excess vacancies 
During observation i n  the electron microscope clusters  of point 
defects annealed out (Figures 12 and 13). This w a s  a t t r ibuted t o  
heating of the specimen by the electron beam of the microscope, 
heating specimens of the canpound Bi2Te3 a f t e r  exposure t o  y-radiation 
a t  room temperature, Smith found tha t  saee of the  defects annealed 
out a t  50°C. 
c lus te rs  and the migration of i n t e r s t i t i a l s .  
On 
He a t t r ibu ted  th i s  t o  the dissociation of i n t e r s t i t i a l  
It is possible that the 
c lus te rs  of defects observed i n  the electron microscope may be similar 
to  those reported by Smith. (19) 
The shape of defect c lusters  is  affected by the bonding scheme. 
Because of the directional nature of covalent bonding, the smaller 
c lus te rs  i n  the compound Bi2Te3 may be expected t o  W e  shapes other 
than spherical so that the aligrmPent of the major axis of some of the 
defect c lus te rs  i n  the ( 1 0 i O )  and (11ZO) directions ks probably 
due t o  th i s  effect .  
loop lying on three of the six 
along the 
With increasing s i ze  of the cluster ,  a vacancy 
[20?9] planes with a major axis 
(llY0) directions would be energetically more favorable 
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than a row of c lus te rs  aligned along the (lOiO> directions. 
a vacancy loop the largest  number of bismuth-tellurium bonds broken l ie  
within the plane of the loop and therefore a minimum amount of disruption 
of the s t ructure  results.  
d is locat ion on the periphery of such a loop, the broken bonds may 
combine with bonds across the loop plane. out of the six 
planes are chosen because the true s t ructure  of the compound BiZTeg is 
rhombohedral and not hexagonal. 
In such 
Further, by nucleating a Shockley pa r t i a l  
Only three 
The agglomeration of loops shown i n  the area marked X i n  Figure 14 
is probably due t o  the movement of loops and their interact ion with each 
other. 
some of the observations i n  i r radiated graphite and copper. 
marked I i n  Figure 14 are not interstitial dislocation loops but are 
precipi ta tes  coherent with the la t t ice .  This is because a dislocation 
loop lying on the basal plane with a Burgers vector parallel t o  the 
c-axis does not show diffract ion contrast  when the electron beam is 
para l le l  t o  the c-axis, the i n t e r s t i t i a l  c lus te rs  shown i n  Figure 14 
must therefore have a component of the Burgers vector i n  the  plane of 
the fo i l .  
a r e  syametrical about the c-axis, it follows that the c lus te rs  are not 
pr i smat ic  dislocation loops. 
must therefore modify the bonding scheme local ly  so as t o  form precipi ta tes  
which are coherent with the la t t ice .  
Barnes ("' bas suggested that t h i s  might be the explanation of 
The c lus te rs  
Since the contrast  e f fec ts  shown by the i n t e r s t i t i a l  c lus te rs  
The i n t e r s t i t i a l  atoms present i n  c lus te rs  
. 
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The mechanism of formation of the hexagonal areas is not understood. 
One possible mechanism aay be that the specimen was heated t o  a high 
temperature by the  proton beam and in combinarion w i G  &e d&eii% 
introduced by the  protoas in i t i a t ed  local evaporation of material from 
the surface of the specimen. 
by the i n i t i a l  evaporation was  easier so that areas with hexagonal shapes 
w e r e  formed. 
heated i n  the electron microscope by increasing the beam current. 
hexagonal areas grew i n  s izev  No nucleation ofareas similar t o  those 
i n  i r radiated specimens was observed, indicating that a high temperature 
and vacuum w a s  not su f f i c i en t  to cause evaporation of the spechen  
local ly  but that defects 
f i r t h e r  evaporation from the edge created 
In  order t o  confirm t h i s  mechanism the specimens w e r e  
The 
were a l s o  required. S a e  of the hexagonal 
areas were observed to  change to  tr iangular areas, probably Because the 
s t ruc ture  of the compound is rhombohedral and therefore under slow rate 
of rcunral material  from the surface of the specimen, the t r iangular  shape 
is energetically more favorable. 
2.2 Line Defects 
In  the presence of point defects, edge dislocations can m o v e  non- 
coxmcrvatively by climb. 
introduced by i r rad ia t ion  the appearance of bmkea segments of edge 
dis locat ion l ines  can be taken as evidence thae in these areas edge 
dislocations climbed out t o  the surface of the fo i l .  
rise i n  the opechene introduced s t resses ,  par t icular ly  since the cooling 
Since a large n d e r  of point defects are 
The temperature 
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rate across the specimen was non-uniform. 
movent  occurred during irradiation. 
was hindered by the presence of defect ciusrers so b h u i  LLrbe Xiics 
w e r e  pi& and gave rise  to the jagged appearance observed in  
Figures 14 and 16. 
A s  a result dislocation 
The motion of the dislocations 
V I I .  S U m A u Y  AND coNcLusIoNs 
. 
In t h i s  investigation s ingle  c rys ta l s  of p - w  Bi2Te3 w e r e  
i r radiated with protons of 7.5 Mev energy. The changes in the H a l l  
coefficient,  r e s i s t i v i ty ,  and magneto-resistance of the specimen w a s  
measured a f t e r  successive irradiations.  
introduced by i r rad ia t ion  w e r e  examined i n  f o i l s  by transmission 
electron microscopy. 
Crystall ine iqk r fec t ions  
1. Electrical  ELeasurements 
1.1 W a l l  Coefficient 
The value of the H a l l  coefficient of the compound Bi2Tes increased 
16 with increasing radiation dosage. 
protons per c m  , the specimen was converted from p-type t o  a-type. 
After an integrated dose of 1.2 x 10 
2 In 
the range of integrated doses i n  which the specimen was p-type, the 
was exponentially re la ted t o  the integrated dose by 9 123 coeff ic ient  
the equation 
w h e r e  @ is the integrated dose. 
introduce donors, which were fully ionized at  82OX. 
The net e f fec t  of i r rad ia t ion  was t o  
The value of 
the Fermi level decreased with increasing radiation dosage. 
1.2 Electrical Resis t ivi ty  
The r e s i s t i v i t y  of the specimen increased on i r radiat ion.  The 
. 76 
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exponent of the temperature dependence of the r e s i s t i v i ty  decreased, 
and became negative, a f t e r  a dose of 1.2 x 10 protons per cm . The 
increase i n  r e s i s t i v i ty  with irradiation w a s  due t o  a reduction of 
the number of charge carriers and t o  increased scat ter ing of the charge 
car r ie rs  with increasing concentrations of ionized imperfections. 
Based on the assumption that the two major mechanisms of charge carrier 
scat ter ing w e r e  ionized imperfection and lattice scattering, satisfactory 
agreement between the calculated and experimental values was obtained. 
This confirmed that  the predominant e f fec t  of i r radiat ion w a s  t o  introduce 
ionized imperfections . 
16 2 
The number of defects calculated from the Hall coefficient and 
r e s i s t i v i ty  data w a s  observed t o  be more than an order of magnitude 
smaller than values calculated from radiation damage theories. The 
difference in  the two values is interpreted as evidence of annealing 
out of defects by the movement of i n t e r s t i t i a l s  between the two layers 
consisting of atoms of Te (1) type. 
1.3 Coefficient of Magneto-resistance 
The coefficient of magneto-resistance measured a t  82OK decreased 
with increasing i r radiat ion and appeared t o  reach a saturation value 
a f t e r  a dose of 1.0 x 10" protons per cm . 
st ructure  parameters calculated from the H a l l  coefficient,  r e s i s t i v i ty  
and magneto-resistance w e r e  observed t o  change rapidly a f t e r  integrated 
doses of 1.0 x 10l6 protons per cm . 
2 The r a t i o  of the band 
2 
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In rLze fraP 50 e0 250 A.U. wre dremmd. There clur$err =re obccmed 
to .a8mnl  om0 -idly during ObrenT8thm In the c lec t ror  r iS t0ropc .  
Sape of the elusterrr were oboawed to be aligned along the < 11010 > 
and <1120) directiau. 
0 
- 
10 After irradiation vieh an ~ntegrared  dore of 5.5 x 10 prctcsif per 
2 2 em at a f lux of 3.0 x pro tou  per a , clorsterr of iaterrtitial 
prer&t in the form of cohcre8t preclpitatar, preruubly  due t o  a 
reatrangemat of the bod8 1oai1y.  
D 
P i t 8  with hex8g-l croor-rectiou pu811d to (1120) direct ion 
were obicmed in o m  part8 of the rpecimn. spring examhation f~ 
ehc elec(trw micromope at hlgh )eo curreatr~ thuc  pi to  were obeePrve2 
at high krp . ra ture6  in the prm8nCO of drf8Ct8 created by the irrrdi4tlon. 
I 2.2 Una Dofectr 
The effect s t  irradiatioa v u  t o  c m r e  dirl-tion climb, 80 thst 
specimen. Ir addition, dislocation lines acquired a jagged ohape due 
to pinning down of the lines by defect clusters introduced by irradiation. 
VIII. SUCCPSTIWS FOR FUXrEER WORK 
1. 
be ixwestigated.. 
values of the act ivat ion energies the defects introduced by the i r rad ia t ion  
The annealing behavior of specimens irradiated with protons should 
Ram the changes in the electrical properties and the 
can be ident i f ied more c lear ly  than i n  the present investigation. 
2. Aa examinatLon of foils of the  compound BizTe3 by transmission 
electron microscopy after i r rad ia t ion  w i t h  protons should be conducted more 
eystePPatically with respect t o  changes IQ the integrated dose and flux. 
c 
This examhation should be extended t o  the coatpound Sb2Te3, which has the  
saee st ructure  and similar physical properties as BizTe3, but d i f fe ren t  
arrangement of defects in unirradiated speciaeas. 
3. Thin specimens of elemental sedcanductors and metals should be 
i r radiated a t  and belaw the temperature of l iquid helium u i t h  electron8 
of suf f ic ien t  energy to cause si&e displacement coll isions.  The 
displacement energy aa a function of the cps ta l  or ientat ion and 
temperature of i r rad ia t ion  should be imrestigated. 
behavior of such specimens and specimens i r radiated with electrone of 
c 
The amtealing 
higher energies should be exaained. 
80 
4. 
should be investigated by transmission electroa microscopy. 
in the wake of a fission fragment is sufficiently extensive that 
diffraction contrast mechanism can be utilized to provide information 
on the nature of damage due to this cause. 
Fission fragment damage in single crystals with selected orientations 
The damage 
. 
a 
Bsuge of 7.5 Wev Protons i n  B i S 3  
The thickness of the specimen used i n  H a l l  coefficient and 
r e s i s t i v i ty  measurements is l h i t e d  by the range of the incident 
par t ic le  i n  the specimen. An estimate of the range of the incident 
par t ic le  is therefore necessary t n  order t o  use a thickness such that  
no part ic le  is retained i n  the foi l .  
section of the atoms of the absorbing medium varies with the velocity 
of the incident particle,  a knowledge of the velocity of the par t ic le  
at any point i n  the f o i l  is therefore a lso of- interest .  
Since the displacement cross 
The principal mechanism (30y45) by which heavy charged par t ic les  
can lose edergy i n  traversing a f o i l  is by ionization and excitation 
of the absorbing at-. For a particle of any spin having a rest 
mass H ( 7) 
transferred t o  the f o i l  as excitation and ionization on traversing 
a path dr  of the f o i l  containing No atams/cm , each of atomic rider 2, 
mo), charge z e, and velocity V (=Pc), the energy 
3 
is approximated (45) by 
where e is the electronic charge, mo is the rest mass of the electron, 
and I is the geometric mean ionization and excitation potential, and 
is set equal t o  kz, where k varies between 10 and 15 ev. 
I! i 
Equation (1) can be integrated and yields the following exprersion 
0 2 
I 
where Y = Et (log -) and i. an e!xponental integral, which hss 
been tabulated. (46) 
For the caapound Bi2Te3 and an incident proton beam of 7.5 llev 
energy, the range-energy expresrion io as follows: 
+re w0 is the number of atam8 of biamuth and tellurium per an3 of the 
fo i l ,  For the two cases k = 15 e.v., and k = 10 e.v., Figure (A-1) 
show8 the energy-range relationship, based on equation (3). 
The maximm range for which an incident 7.5 Ilw proton b o  dissipated 
(45) a l l  its enarm a8 excitation and ionization can 8180 be c a t k a t e d  . 
approxhately by the Bragg-OaesPuP rule, which can be s ta ted M follows: 
\ 41 A, (4 
where 5, e,, % are the range, dc~.it)l and atomic weight, respectively 
8 
7 
6 
w 5  
n > 
z 
v 
$ 4  L- 
a, 
c 
w 3  
2 
I I I I I I I I I I 
- 
0 IO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Depth of Penetration (cm x IO3) 
Figure A-l Energy of the proton a s  a function of the 
depth of penetration. 
8 3  
04 
90) of t h e  kncident particle in the absorbing material and ‘Lo, 
9-- +).p rem-- d-na**y and atmlc weight: respectively,  of the reference -- I ----- - - --- 
material, in which the range of the  incident pa r t i c l e  is known. 
a campo- 45 = n1 4 ~1 + n2 A ~ ,  shere ii p2 2re +,he atomic 
f rac t ious  of the elements whose ataaic weights are %, A2. 
reference material is air ,  then the Bragg-Kleeman ru l e  for 7.5 Mev 
For 
- - 
1’ 
I f  the 
protons gives a range as 0.36 m,n,$or t h e  compound Bi Te 
value corresponds -re closely t o  the case of k = 10, in which 
This 2 3.’. 
t h i s  mrximm ramie io about 0.60 m, rather than the case of k = 1 c  A J  
in which i t , i o  about 1.01 -. 
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